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About synchronization of homogeneous nonlinear agents
over switching networks
G. Casadei, L. Marconi, and A. Isidori
Abstract— In this technical note we address the problem of
achieving consensus in a network of homogeneous nonlinear
systems. The communication network is supposed to be switch-
ing within a finite set of topologies which may be disconnected
for finite time intervals. We prove that if the length of the time
intervals in which connected topologies are active satisfy an
average dwell-time condition consensus is achieved. Lyapunov
arguments proposed in the field of hybrid nonlinear systems
are adopted to prove the result.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of achieving consensus among a set of
systems exchanging information through a network is ex-
tensively studied in the control literature (see [12] for an
extensive survey of results in the field). Information net-
work analysis, multi-agent systems, electrical power systems,
animal collective behaviour, systems biology are just a
few applicative domains where consensus among networked
agents plays a role. One of the distinguishing elements of
the framework where consensus problems are formulated
is how the exchange of information between the agents is
modelled. Graph theory is typically used in order to model
communication networks ( [10]) and conditions under which
consensus can be achieved usually require the graph to be
connected. A challenging context addressed in literature is
when the graph is time-varying. In this field, among the
different contributions presented in literature, we recall [3],
in which the case of linear systems with switching topologies
that are jointly connected is addressed, [4], dealing with the
case of switching networks with the graphs that are uni-
formly quasi-strongly connected and fulfilling a dwell-time
condition, and [9] considering the special case of integrators
networked with time varying graphs that are connected in
the average. It is worth also mentioning the contribution in
[5] in which switching graphs (with potentially disconnected
topologies) and delays are considered with agents modelled
as simple integrators.
In this work we consider the case in which the agents
are homogenous nonlinear systems and the communication
graph switches within a set of possible topologies not all
necessarily connected and with time intervals in which
connected topologies are active not necessarily fulfilling a
dwell-time. More specifically, we show that consensus can
be achieved provided that the time intervals in which a
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disconnected topology is active have a length that is upper
bounded, while the time intervals in which the communi-
cation topologies are connected fulfil an average dwell-time
condition ( [7]). Lyapunov arguments proposed in the field
of hybrid control systems are used to prove the main result
(see [1], [8]). This work frames as an addendum of [6] in
which heterogenous systems networked with fixed connected
topologies are considered. In particular, the arguments pre-
sented here can be used to show that the control framework
of [6] succeeds in achieving consensus between networked
heterogeneous nonlinear systems even in presence of switch-
ing topologies of the kind considered in the following.
II. BASIC FACTS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
The paper deals with the problem of reaching a con-
sensus among a set of Na agents, described by homoge-
nous nonlinear systems, exchanging information over a
network whose communication topology switches within a
finite set of Nt possible configurations. Denoting by V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vNa} the set of Na nodes of the network, and by
T = {T1, . . . , TNt} the set of Nt communication topologies,
each topology Ti, i = 1, . . . , Nt is described by a directed
communication graph given by the following objects:
• Ei ⊂ V × V is a set of edges that models the intercon-
nection between nodes in the i-th topology, according
to the following convention: (vk, vj) belongs to Ei if
there is a flow of information from node j to node
k. It is assumed that there are no self-loops, i.e. that
(vk, vk) /∈ Ei.
• for each (vk, vj) ∈ Ei the flow of information from
node j to node k in the i-th topology is weighted by
the (k, j)-th entry aikj ≥ 0 of the so-called adjacency
matrix Ai ∈ RNa×Na .
The Laplacian matrix Li associated to the i-th topology can
be also immediately computed from the adjacency matrix Ai
in the usual way. In particular, Li is the Na×Na real matrix
whose (k, j)-th entry ℓikj is defined as
ℓikj(t) = −a
i
kj for k 6= j
ℓikj(t) =
Na∑
m=1
aikm for k = j.
By definition, the diagonal entries of Li are non-negative,
the off-diagonal entries are non-positive and, for each row,
the sum of all entries on this row is zero (namely Li is a
Metzler matrix).
In the proposed framework, the set of topologies T
describing the possible communication graphs might be
also characterised by topologies that are not necessarily
connected1. For this reason we split the set T in two disjoint
sets Tc and Tnc, which fulfil T = Tc∪Tnc and Tc∩Tnc = ∅,
collecting topologies that are, respectively, connected and
disconnected.
We recall this well-known result ( [10], [11]) highlighting
properties of the laplacians associated to connected and
disconnected topologies.
Proposition 1 For all i = 1, . . . , Nt, let Λi =
{λ1(Li), . . . , λNa(Li)} be the eigenvalues of Li ordered with
increasing real part. The following holds:
• if Ti ∈ Tc then λ1(Li) = 0 and Reλm(Li) > 0 for
m = 2, . . . Na;
• if Ti ∈ Tnc then there exists a ρi ∈ [2, Na] such that
λm(Li) = 0 for m = 1 . . . ρi and Reλm(Li) > 0 for
m = ρi + 1 . . .Na.
Each of the Na agents is described by the nonlinear
dynamics
w˙k = s(wk) + uk wk ∈ Rd
yk = c(wk)
(1)
in which, for each k = 1, . . . , Na, uk ∈ R is the control
input, yk ∈ R is the available measurement, and s(·) and
c(·) have the form better specified in Section III. Note that
we deal with homogenous nonlinear agents, namely s(·) and
c(·) do not depend on k.
We look for a decentralised control structure in which the
control law of a single agent is taken as
uk = Kν
i
k , ν
i
k =
Na∑
j=1
aikj (c(wj)− c(wk)) (2)
with K to be designed in such a way that output consensus is
reached among the agents. Namely, for each initial condition
wk(0) ∈ R
d
, there is a function y∗ : R → R such that
lim
t→∞
|yk(t)− y
∗(t)| = 0 ,
uniformly in the initial conditions, for all k = 1, . . . , Na. It
is worth noting that, in the proposed framework, no leader
is considered, and only the neighbour’s information is avail-
able according to the underlying communication topology.
Furthermore, local output of single agents rather than a full
state information is assumed to be spread over the network.
The different communication topologies alternates in time
by forming an ordered sequence {Ti}∞i=1, with each Ti taken
in the set T . We denote by ∆Ti ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,∞ the
length of the time interval in which the i-th communication
topology is active. Note that time intervals of zero length are
allowed in the proposed framework. By this fact, without loss
of generality, we can assume that the topologies alternates
1We recall that a communication topology is said to be connected if there
is a node v from which any other node vk ∈ V \ {v} can be reached, or
equivalently if there is a path from v to all vk . In the previous definition
a path from node vj to node vk in the i-th topology is a sequence of r
distinct nodes {vℓ1 , . . . , vℓr} with vℓ1 = vj and vℓr = vk such that
(vi+1, vi) ∈ Ei
in time according to the rule that Ti ∈ Tc if i is odd and
Ti ∈ Tnc is i is even. As a matter of fact, if two connected
(disconnected) communication topologies occur in a row we
can always ”separate” them with a disconnected (connected)
topology of zero length without practically changing the
networked system dynamics. Note also that we do not as-
sume that connected communication topologies persist for a
guaranteed dwell time, namely connected topologies can last
for arbitrarily small (indeed also of length zero) time interval.
The kind of result we will prove (see next Proposition 2) is
that consensus is reached if the intervals of time in which
connected topologies govern the communication between the
agents have a sufficiently long (in the average) duration.
III. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS
The main result is proved under a certain number of
assumptions that are here presented. First, we assume that
the nonlinear agent dynamics (1) are of the form
s(w) = Sw +Bφ(w) , c(w) = Cw (3)
with (S,B,C) a triplet of matrices in prime form, that is S
is a shift matrix (all 1’s on the upper diagonal and all 0’s
elsewhere), BT = (0 · · · 0 1) and C = (1 0 · · · 0), and the
function φ(·) that is globally Lipschitz, namely there exist a
positive constant φ¯ such that |φ(w)| ≤ φ¯ for all w ∈ Rd.
Furthermore, as in [6], we assume that agents (1) have
a robust compact attractor W ⊂ Rd, where robustness is
characterised in terms of Input-to-State Stability.
Assumption 1 There exists a compact set W ⊂ Rd invari-
ant for (1) with u = 0 such that the system
w˙ = Sw +Bφ(w) + u
is input-to-state stable with respect to u relative to W ,
namely there exist a class-KL function β(·, ·) and a class-K
function γ(·) such that2
‖w(t, w¯)‖W ≤ max{β(‖w¯‖W , t), γ( sup
τ∈[0,t)
‖u(τ)‖)} .
We now fix some restrictions on the communication
topologies that might occur in the network. The first assump-
tion asks that the real part of the nontrivial eigenvalues of
the laplacians of the possible topologies are bounded from
below by a known constant µ.
Assumption 2 There exist a µ > 0 such that, for all i =
1, . . . , Nt and for all m = 1, . . . , Na such that λm(Li) 6= 0,
the following holds:
Reλm(Li) ≥ µ .
It is worth noting that such assumption is automatically
fulfilled if the elements aikj of the adjacency matrices as-
sociated to the topologies in T range in known intervals
(since T is a finite set). In particular, it is automatically
2Here and in the following we denote by ‖w‖W = minx∈W ‖w − x‖
the distance of w from W . Furthermore, w(t, w¯) denotes the solution of
(1) at time t with initial condition w¯ at time t = 0.
fulfilled in case of binary adjacency matrices. We formulate
now an assumption about the length of the time intervals
in which disconnected topologies are active. The assumption
simply asks that such a length is upper bounded by a known
constant.
Assumption 3 There exists a T0 > 0 such that for all i =
1, . . . , Nt such that Ti ∈ Tnc the following holds
∆Ti ≤ T0 .
The previous conditions are clearly not enough to prove
any asymptotic consensus between the agents since no
properties on the time intervals in which the topologies
are connected are formulated. In this respect the additional
condition under which the main result will be proved asks
that the time intervals in which the network is connected last,
in the average, sufficiently long. More precisely, we asks that
there exist positive τ ∈ R≥0 and n0 ∈ N such that, for all
possible n, i0 ∈ N with i0 odd, we have
i0+2n∑
i=i0, i=i+2
∆Ti ≥ τ (n− n0) (4)
The previous condition can be regarded as a average dwell-
time condition (see [7]), with the time τ , in particular, that
can be seen as an average length of the intervals in which
the network is connected, and n0 representing the number
of ”connected” intervals of zero duration that can occur in
a row. The result formulated in the next proposition, in fact,
claims that consensus is achieved if (4) is fulfilled for some
n0 and τ with the latter sufficiently large.
IV. MAIN RESULT
Following [6] we choose the vector K as
K = DgK0 (5)
where Dg = diag(g, g2, . . . , gd) with g is a “gain” parame-
ter, and K0 is chosen as
K0 = PC
T (6)
with P solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
SP + PST − 2µPCTCP + aI = 0 (7)
with a > 0, S and C as in (3) and µ as in Assumption 2.
Proposition 2 Consider the networked control system (1)
controlled by (2) with K as in (5) under the Assumptions
1-3 an with the length of the time interval of connected
topology fulfilling the average dwell-time condition (4) for
some n0 ≥ 1 and τ . Then there exist a τ⋆ and g⋆ such that
for all τ ≥ τ⋆ and g ≥ g⋆ the compact invariant set
W = {(w1, w2, . . . , wNa) ∈ W ×W × · · · ×W
: w1 = w2 = · · · = wNa} (8)
is globally asymptotically stable for the closed-loop network
system. ⊳
Proof: Consider the closed-loop networked system
obtained by controlling the agents (1), with s(·) and c(·),
as in (3), with decentralised controllers (2) when the com-
munication network is governed by the generic i-th topology
Ti ∈ T . By bearing in mind the definition of Laplacian, we
first observe that the νik in (2) can be re-written as
νik = −
Na∑
j=1
ℓikjCwj k = 1, . . . , Na .
By defining w = col(w1, . . . , wNa) and by bearing in
mind the choice of K , the networked system can be com-
pactly rewritten as3
w˙ = [(INa ⊗ S)− (Li ⊗DgK0C)]w + (INa ⊗B)Φ(w)
(9)
where Φ(w) = col(φ(w1), . . . , φ(wNa )).
Consider now the matrix Ti ∈ RNa×Na defined as
Ti =
(
1 01×(Na−1)
Υi
)
Υi :=
(
1Na−1 Ji
)
where Ji ∈ R(Na−1)×(N−a1) is a non singular matrix that
transforms the matrix
Li [2:Na,2:Na] − 1Na−1 Li [1,2:Na]
into the Jordan form. Note that Ti is non singular with the
inverse given by
T−1i =
(
1 01×(Na−1)
Υ−1i
)
Υ−1i :=
(
−J−1i 1Na−1 J
−1
i
)
.
Elementary computations show that
L˜i = T
−1
i LiTi =
(
0 Li,12
0(Na−1)×1 Li,22
)
(10)
where Li,12 = Li [1,2:Na]Ji and Li,22 = J
−1
i (Li [2:Na,2:Na]−
1Na−1 Li [1,2:Na])Ji. The latter, by the specific choice of Ji,
takes the block diagonal form
Li,22 = blkdiag(Li,nc, Li,c)
with Li,nc and Li,c having all the eigenvalues, respectively,
in the origin and with positive real part. In particular, having
in mind Proposition 1 and the fact that eig(Li) = eig(L˜i) =
{0}∪ eig(Li,nc)∪ eig(Li,c), it turns out that Li,nc is absent
if Ti ∈ Tc, while the dimension of Li,nc is ρi − 1 ≥ 1 if
Ti ∈ Tnc. We consider now the change of variables
w 7→
(
z1
z
)
= (T−1i ⊗ Id)w ,
with z1 ∈ Rd and z ∈ R(Na−1)d. Note that, by definition of
Ti, z1 = w1, z = (Υ
−1
i ⊗ Id)w and w = (Υi ⊗ Id)z. By
using (10), an easy calculation shows that system (9) in the
new coordinates reads as
z˙1 = Sz1 +Bφ(z1)− (Li,12 ⊗DgK0C)z
z˙ = [(INa−1 ⊗ S)− (Li,22 ⊗DgK0C)] z+∆Φ(z1, z)
3Here and in what follows, A⊗B denotes the Kronecker product of the
two matrices A and B.
where
∆Φ(z1, z) = (IN−1 ⊗B)


φ(z1 + z2)− φ(z1)
φ(z1 + z3)− φ(z1)
· · ·
φ(z1 + zN )− φ(z1)


having partitioned z = col(z2, . . . , zNa), with zi ∈ Rd,
i = 2, . . . , Na. Note that, by the fact that φ(·) is globally
Lipschitz, we have that ‖∆Φ(z1, z)‖ ≤ Φ¯‖z‖ for all z1 ∈ Rd
and z ∈ R(Na−1)d, for some positive constant Φ¯.
As proposed in [6], we now rescale the variable z in the
following way
ζ = (INa−1 ⊗D
−1
g )z
by obtaining
z˙1 = Sz1 +Bφ(z1)− (Li,12 ⊗DgK0C)(INa−1 ⊗Dg)ζ
ζ˙ = gHiζ +
1
gd
∆Φ(z1, (INa−1 ⊗Dg)ζ)
where Hi = [(IN−c⊗S)− (Li,22⊗K0C)]. In particular, by
taking advantage from the block diagonal structure of Li,22
and by bearing in mind Proposition 1, the ζ subsystem can
be rewritten as two decoupled systems of the form
ζ˙nc = g Hi,nc ζnc +
1
gd
∆Φnc(z1, (Iρi−1 ⊗Dg) ζnc)
ζ˙c = gHi,cζc +
1
gd
∆Φc(z1, (INa−ρi ⊗Dg) ζc)
(11)
where ζnc ∈ R(ρi−1)d, ζc ∈ R(Na−ρi)d,
Hi,nc = (Iρi−1 ⊗ S)− (Li,nc ⊗K0C)
Hi,c = (INa−ρi ⊗ S)− (Li,c ⊗K0C)
and ∆Φnc ∈ Rρi−1, ∆Φc ∈ RNa−ρi are such that ∆Φ(·) =
col(∆Φnc(·),∆Φc(·)). We observe that, according to Propo-
sition 1, ρi = 1 if the i-th topology is connected, while
ρi ∈ [2, Na] otherwise. Namely, the ζnc dynamics in (11)
are absent if Ti ∈ Tc.
In the remaining part of the proof we show that the
origin of system (11) is globally asymptotically stable if the
communication topologies {Ti}∞i=1 governing the networked
system satisfy Assumption 3 and the average dwell-time
condition (4) with a τ sufficiently large.
To this end we consider the candidate Lyapunov function
V (ζ) = ζT (D(ℓ)⊗ P−1)ζ (12)
where P is the solution of (7) and D(ℓ) =
diag(1, ℓ, ℓ2, . . . , ℓNa−2) with ℓ a positive design parameter
yet to be fixed. Note that there exist positive constants
λ ≤ λ¯, both dependent on ℓ, such that λζT ζ ≤ V ≤ λ¯ζT ζ
. We study the behaviour of V during the time intervals in
which the communication topology is connected, when it
is disconnected, and when there is transition between two
different topologies.
We start by considering the case in which Ti ∈ Tc (i odd),
by first observing that in this case the ζnc subsystem in (11)
is absent, namely Hi = Hi,c. The derivative of V along the
solutions of (11) can be thus bounded as
V˙ = 2ζT (D(ℓ)⊗ P−1)[gHiζ+
1
gd
∆Φ(z1, (INa−1 ⊗Dg)ζ)]
≤ 2ζT (D(ℓ)⊗ P−1)gHi,cζ+
2
gd
Φ¯‖D(ℓ)⊗ P−1‖‖(INa−1 ⊗Dg)‖ζ
T ζ
≤ 2ζT (D(ℓ)⊗ P−1)gHiζ + aφζT ζ
where aφ is a positive constant not dependent on g (provided
that the latter is taken g ≥ 1). To further elaborate V˙ we
recall this crucial result (see [6]).
Lemma 1 Let Assumption 2 hold. Then there exist positive
constants a′c and ℓ⋆ such that for all ℓ ≥ ℓ⋆ and for all i
2ζTc (D(ℓ)⊗ P
−1)Hi,c ζc ≤ −a
′
cζ
T
c ζc .
Using the previous lemma and taking g⋆ = (aφ+acλ¯)/a′c
with ac an arbitrary positive constant (g⋆ ≥ 1 without loss
of generality), it is immediately seen that for all ℓ ≥ ℓ⋆ and
g ≥ g⋆ we have
V˙ ≤ −(ga′c − aφ)ζ
T ζ ≤ −
ga′c − aφ
λ¯
V ≤ −acV . (13)
We consider now time intervals in which Ti ∈ Tnc (i even).
In this case we have
V˙ = 2ζT (D(ℓ)⊗ P−1)[gHiζ +
1
gd
∆Φ(z1, (INa−1 ⊗Dg)ζ)]
≤ g a′nc ζ
T ζ +
2
gd
Φ¯‖D(ℓ)⊗ P−1‖‖(INa−1 ⊗Dg)‖ζ
T ζ
≤ (g a′nc + aφ)ζ
T ζ = ancV
(14)
where a′nc := 2‖(D(ℓ) ⊗ P−1)Hi‖, aφ is the positive
constant introduced above, and anc = (ga′c + aφ)/λ.
We now estimate the jump in the value of V (ζ) when a
change in the topology occurs, namely when Ti+1 replaces
Ti. Denoting by ζ+, z+ and w+ the ”next value” of the state
variables ζ, z and w when a jump in the topology occurs,
and by bearing in mind the definition of ζ and z, we have
w
+ = w and
ζ+ = (INa−1 ⊗D
−1
g )z
+
= (INa−1 ⊗D
−1
g )(Υ
−1
i+1 ⊗ Id)w
+
= (INa−1 ⊗D
−1
g )(Υ
−1
i+1 ⊗ Id)w
= (INa−1 ⊗D
−1
g )(Υ
−1
i+1 ⊗ Id)(Υi ⊗ Id)z
= (INa−1 ⊗D
−1
g )(Υ
−1
i+1 ⊗ Id)(Υi ⊗ Id)(INa−1 ⊗Dg)ζ
= (Υ−1i+1Υi ⊗ Id)ζ . (15)
Hence, by letting
υ¯ = max
i,j∈[1,...Nt]
‖(Υ−1j Υi ⊗ Id)‖
we can easily bound the jump of the Lyapunov function when
the topology switches as
V + = ζ+T (D(ℓ)⊗ P−1)ζ+ ≤ λ¯‖ζ+‖2
= λ¯‖(Υ−1i+1Υi ⊗ Id)ζ‖
2 ≤ λ¯‖(Υ−1i+1Υi ⊗ Id)‖
2‖ζ‖2
≤ λ¯υ¯2‖ζ‖2 ≤
λ¯
λ
υ¯2 V := ajV .
(16)
We will continue the analysis by considering the closed-
loop networked system as an hybrid system flowing during
the time intervals in which the communication topology is
connected (i odd), and ”instantaneously” jumping in the
intervals in which the topology is disconnected. To this end,
let i be odd and let ti, ti+1 be, respectively, the times at
which the topology switches from Ti ∈ Tc to Ti+1 ∈ Tnc,
and from Ti+1 to Ti+2 ∈ Tnc. By bearing in mind (16), (14)
and Assumption 3 we have that the jump undergone by the
Lyapunov function between two connected topologies can be
estimated as
V (t+i+1) ≤ ajV (ζ(t
−
i+1)) ≤ aje
ancT0V (ζ(t+i ))
≤ ajeancT0ajV (ζ(t
−
i )) = e
cjV (ζ(t−i ))
with cj := ancT0 + 2 ln(aj). We are thus left to study an
hybrid system governed by (13) during flows and instanta-
neously jumping as V + ≤ ecjV , with the length of the flow
intervals governed by an average dwell time of the form (4).
The fact that the time intervals satisfy an average dwell-
time condition given by (4) allows one to say (see [2]) that
flow and jump times of the hybrid system can be thought
of as governed by a clock variable ς flowing according to
the differential inclusion ς˙ ∈ [0, 1/τ ] when ς ∈ [0, n0] and
jumping as ς+ = ς − 1 when ς ∈ [1, n0]. We thus endow
the networked system with the clock variable and study the
resulting hybrid system whose Lyapunov function flows and
jumps according to the following rules
ς˙ ∈ [0, 1/τ ]
V˙ ≤ −acV
}
(ς, V ) ∈ [0, n0]× R
ς+ = ς − 1
V + ≤ ecjV
}
(ς, V ) ∈ [1, n0]× R
Specifically, following [2], let
W (ς, ζ) = eLςV (ζ)
with L ∈ (cj, τac/2). During flows, by compactly writ-
ing (11) as ζ˙ = F (ζ, z1), we have that for all v ∈
col ([0, 1/τ ] , F (ζ, z1))
〈∇W (τ, ζ), v〉 = L eLς ς˙ V (ζ) + eLς〈∇V (ζ), F (ζ, z1)〉
≤ LeLς
1
τ
V (ζ) − ace
LςV (ζ)
≤ −(ac −
L
τ
)W (ς, ζ)
≤ −
ac
2
W (ς, ζ)
for all (ς, ζ, z1) ∈ [0, n0] × R(Na−1)d × Rd. On the other
hand, during jumps, we have that
W+ = eLς
+
V (ζ+) ≤ eL(ς−1)ecjV (ζ)
= e−L+cjeLςV (ζ) = e−L+cjW (ς, ζ)
= εW (ς, ζ)
with ε = e−L+cj ∈ (0, 1). The Lyapunov function W (·, ·)
is thus decreasing both during flows and during jumps. This
and the fact that W is positive definite with respect to the set
[0, n0]×{0} lead to the conclusion that the set [0, n0]×{0}
is globally asymptotically stable. This, by taking advantage
from Assumption 1, proves the result.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We addressed the problem of achieving consensus within
a network of homogeneous nonlinear agents with switching
communication (connected and disconnected) topologies. We
have proved that if the switching rule of connected topologies
fulfils an average dwell-time condition and the length of
time intervals in which disconnected topologies are active
is upper bounded by a constant, consensus is achieved. The
proposed result considers a network of homogeneous agents.
Following the arguments in [6], however, robust consensus
among heterogeneous nonlinear systems exchanging infor-
mation within a switching network of the kind considered in
this paper can be obtained.
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